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The Warren Astronomical Society is a local, non-profit organization of amateur astronomers. The Society
holds meetings on the first and third Thursdays of each month. The two meeting locations are listed below:
1st Thursday – Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI

3rd Thursday –

Macomb County Community
College – South Campus
B Building (b209)
14500 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, MI

Membership is open to those interested in astronomy and its related fields. Dues are as follows and include
a year’s subscription to Sky and Telescope.
Student ................... $18.00
Individual ............... $27.00

College ........................ $22.00
Family......................... $32.00

Senior Citizen ................... $22.00

Observatory Chairman: Ron Vogt 545-7309
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Warren Astronomical Society in conjunction with
Rotary International. Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary, Stargate features a 12½” club-built
Cassegrainian telescope under an aluminum dome. The observatory is open to all club members in
accordance with the “Stargate Observatory Code of Conduct”.
Lectures are given at Stargate Observatory each weekend. The lecture will be either Friday or Saturday
night, depending on the weather and the lecturer's personal schedule. If you cannot lecture on your
scheduled weekend, please call the Chairman as early as possible or contact an alternative lecturer. Those
wishing to use Stargate must call by 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the observing session. The lecturers for the
coming month are:
July
July
July
July

2/3 ......... Alan Rothenberg ............... 355-5844
9/10 ...... Doug Bock ......................... 533-0898
16/17 .... Ken Strom ......................... 977-9489
23/24 .... John Root ......................... 464-7908

July 30/31 .... Lou Faix .......................... 781-3338
Aug 6/7 ......... Dave Harrington ............. 879-6765
Aug 13/14 ...... Frank McCullough .......... 254-1786
Aug 20/21 ...... Ron Vogt ......................... 545-7309
Aug 27/28 ...... Alan Rothenberg ............. 355-5844

and Fellow Readers

AN ALMANAC FOR COMPUTERS SUBROUTINE
BY KEN KELLY
The Almanac for computers for 1982 (Nautical Almanac Office, U.S. Naval Observatory) can be
used to compute accurate positions of the Major Planets, the sun, moon and sidereal time.
However, in order to do this accurately, one has to evaluate Chebyshev Polynomials. Don’t let these
words scare you. Because you do not have to know what they are in order to use them. In fact, it is
not difficult at all, as can be seen from the following program. The actual computation is made in
one statement, looping through it n + 1 times. The program follows:
10 '
20 ' *** COMPUTATION OF A QUANTITY USING CHEPYSHEV POLYNOMIALS ***
30 '
40 DEFDBL A-H:DEFINT I-N:DIM AA(51),PB(51),CC(SI),DD(51)
50 INPUT "ENTER HIGHEST N "; NN
60 PRINT N:INPUT "ENTER TERM "; CC(N)
70 N = N + l:IF N < NN + 1 THEN 60
80 INPUT "ENTER T, DAY OF YEAR "; ET
90 INFUT "ENTER A "; AY
100 INPUT "ENTER B "; BY
110 EX = ET / AY + BY
120 FOR I = 0 TO NN
130 AA(I) = CC(I)
140 NEXT
150 N = NN
160 BB(N) = 2 * EX * BB(N+l) – BB(N+2) + AA(N)
170 N = N – l:IF N > -1 THEN 160
180 FX = (PB(0) - FB(2)) / 2
190 PRINT FX
An explanation of the program follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Define variables starting with a thru h as double precision, and Variables starting with I thru
N as integers.
Set up your arrays so that each one has two more variables than the highest used. The highest
two variables in each array must be zero. Arrays AA and BB are used for the computation. The
other arrays are used to store variables until they are ready to be used.
Enter the terms into the proper arrays (lines 60 - 70).
Enter the day of the year and the constants A and B.
Compute X = T / A + B (line 110).
Move the variables from storage to the AA array (lines 120- 140).
Now we are ready for the actual computation. We set N to the highest value (NN). We do our
computation in line 160 and loop through until n is less than zero. (note that we entered a
value For N = 0 in step 3, so this is the last value computed.)
We compute one last value, FX. This is our desired result.

The computation will be done faster than you can say, “evaluation of Chebyshev Polynomials.”

SOME ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTIONS
PART VI
In Part V. of our Astronomical Reflections, we saw that every atom consists of a nucleus and
one or more electrons which are in orbit around the nucleus at various distances from the
nucleus. We briefly discussed the hydrogen, helium, lithium and uranium atoms and noted
that the electron(s) orbit the atom’s nucleus in one or more spherical layers centered
around its nucleus. We pictured these orbital layers as imaginary shells and found that
hydrogen and helium, at one end of the Table of Atomic Numbers, have one base level orbit
shell, and uranium number 92, near the other end, the heavy end of the Table, has seven
base level orbit shells.
The orbiting electrons, in some respects, can be compared to our orbiting Planets, with
Mercury in the first orbital shell centered at the Sun, Venus in the second shell, our Earth
in the third and so on. However, while the Planets are held captive by the Sun by
gravitational forces, the electrons are held captive by the atom’s nucleus by means of an
electromagnetic force. The electrons, accordingly, behave differently than our Planetary
Satellites.
The electrons can only circle the nucleus at certain precise radii. The single electron in the
hydrogen atom, has an orbit radius of 0.53A’ (the A’ representing one angstrom or
.00000001 centimeters). Multiplying the radius by two gives us a diameter of 1.06A’
(.0000000106 centimeters) for the hydrogen Atom. If the hydrogen electron is excited, or
stimulated, it will move to a higher orbit depending on the amount of stimulation received.
The second orbital position would be 2.12A’, the third, 4.77A’, and so on. Each type of atom
has its own special set of characteristic electron orbit distances or shells. The electrons
orbital shells, for specific elements, then, are at specific distances from the nucleus when in
normal or ground state orbit or at greater specific distances when excited. Theoretically, an
infinite number of orbital shells, stretching out to infinity, can exist for the excited electron
of the hydrogen Atom and the Atoms of the other Elements.
When an electron has been kicked out of its ground state orbit, it circles in its new orbit for
a very brief instant, characteristic of that particular element and that particular orbit,
perhaps .00000001 second, and then collapses back to its original ground state orbit. In the
instant it returns to its ground state, it emits a photon of light, the energy of which
represents the difference between the energy of the atom in its excited state level and in its
ground state.
The electrons of an atom can be excited in several different ways. One way is by the
absorption of light. If a beam of light (photons) shines through a gas composed of atoms, the
photons will excite the electrons and kick them into a higher orbit. When the electron flips
back to its ground state orbit, it releases the same amount of energy, and at the same
frequency as the original exciting photon.
The electrons can also be excited by heating the gas, raising the electrons to a more excited
state, making them more active and collisions more frequent and violent. The resulting
emission of photons will cause the gas to glow with various colors depending on the kind of
gas involved and the level of orbit achieved.
In a neon light, an electrical discharge provides the energy source to kick the electrons out
of their ground state orbit. As electrons return to ground state, others are being kicked. out
with the entire system in a continuing state of collision. The escaping photons cause the
neon gas to glow, giving off its characteristic light.
A unique feature about the orbiting electrons is that the number of electrons in each orbit is
limited. The maximum number of electrons that can exist in the various ground state orbits

are shown in the following chart along with the numbers of electrons in orbit in specific
shells for a few sample elements:
Atomic
No.
Element

Neutrons

-------- ---------------------Shell Position from Nucleus--Number of Bands/Shell--------Max Electrons Possible/Shell-Cumulative Total Electrons--1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
50
80
92

Hydrogen
Helium
Lithium
Beryllium
Boron
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Neon
Tin
Mercury
Uranium

0
2
4
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
146

Number of Electrons
---------------Orbit Shells----------------

Protons
-------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
50
80
92

2*

K
1
1
2
2
1
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
8*

L
2
2
8
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8*
8*
8*
18*

M
3
3
18
28

N
4
4
32
60

18*
18*
32*

18
32*
21

0
5
4
32
92

4
18
9

P
6
3
10
102

Q
7
2
2
104

-

-

2
2

-

Note: The shells indicated * contain the maximum number of electrons.
Our chart reveals a number of interesting points. (1) The element’s number, in the Table of
Atomic Numbers, also represents the number of protons and the number of electrons in the
Atom. Actually, the tables are set up on this basis. (2) The neutrons are not a factor in
determining the number of electrons in the Atom. (3) The total number of electrons is
always equal to the total number of protons. Each electron has one negative charge and the
total electrons in orbit around nucleus will match the total positive charge of the nucleus.
The radius of the excited state orbit achieved depends upon the amount of energy imparted
to the excited electron, and the strength of the attracting electromagnetic force, which holds
the electron in orbit.
The formula for determining the radius of the various orbital shells is as follows:
Radius of shell (n) = n x n x radius of K shell for the subject element
The radius of the ground state shell (shell K) for hydrogen, is 0.0000000053 cm or 0.53A’
(Angstroms), as previously indicated. The calculations for the next six levels of excited
electrons follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell

K = 1 x 1 x 0.53A’ = 0.53A’ ground state
L = 2 x 2 x 0.53A’ = 2. 12A’ 1st excited level
M = 3 x 3 x 053A’ = 4.77A’ 2nd excited level
N = 4 x 4 x 0.53A’ = 8.48A’ 3rd excited level
0 = 5 x 5 x 0.53A’ = 13.25A’ 4th excited level
P = 6 x 6 x 0.53A’ = 19.08A’ 5th excited level
Q = 7 x 7 x 053A’ = 25.97A’ 6th excited level

Let’s assume a glass is filled with a pure gas such as hydrogen. With the temperature at low
level, nearly all of the electrons will be at ground level. If the temperature is increased, the
electrons move to shells of higher excitement level and collisions become more violent. If the
gas is permitted to cool, the electrons will collapse, or flip back to lower excitement levels. As
they collapse, the electrons emit photons with wave length characteristics associated with
the particular element involved, in this case, hydrogen.
Photons of many different energy levels and wave lengths associated with the hydrogen atom
will be emitted by the electrons in the cooling gas collapsing from various levels to various
other lower levels of excitement or to ground state level. If these emissions are viewed
through the prism of a spectroscope, a number of bright lines and varying colors will be seen
spread out according to ascending frequencies. The frequencies are related to the particular
element involved and to the level of collapse of the electron field. The collective frequencies
serve as fingerprints for identifying the element involved.
The higher frequencies also provide information as to the temperature levels of the gases.
Also the lines may maintain their relative positions or fingerprint, but show a shift to a
higher or lower frequency, called the Doppler shift. The Doppler shift tells us whether the
observed light source is moving toward us or away from us. Spectroscopic observation of star
groups 65 million and 130 million light years away, tell us that the light sources are
receding at speeds of 1250 and 2500 miles per second, supporting the theory of an
expanding universe.
The spectroscope is accepted as one of our most important tools for learning more about our
universe. It is almost completely unbelievable that we are able to sit on our Planet Earth and
look at a source of light some 130 million light years away and determine the elements that
exist in that star, or stars, the temperature of the stars, and whether that stars are
maintaining their distance from us or whether they are moving toward us or away from us!
The spectroscope may well be OUR MOST IMPORTANT ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIVE
RESEARCH TOOL!
JOHN J WETZEL

